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We finish what we planned

Done is Done

The percent of what we finished (vs.
planned) is higher than last Sprint.

Everything we call done satisfies the
definition of done (DoD) we aligned on.
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Blocked Less

Everything is tested

We are blocked less often (and
experience less delay ) this Sprint than
last.

All tests pass for all items accepted for
the Sprint.
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Production Ready

We finished things the best order

The system is production-ready state
by the end of the Sprint.

We finish product backlog items in the
order that most helps us achieve the
goals most important to us.
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Our Code Is Cleaner

We limited our WIP

Our code is easier to understand, test,
and change than when we started the
sprint.

We maximized flow and reduced our
cycle times by limiting our Work In
Progress (WIP) to the level optimal for
our team.
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We had fun

We finished more stuff

Most members of our team felt like we
had fun during the Sprint (more than
last Sprint).

We finished more items per person this
Sprint than last.
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We Had Fewer Errors

We behaved like a team

We have fewer errors per backlog item
this Sprint than last

We behaved like a team and helped
each other (not like a bunch of
individuals).
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We act when things go wrong

Impediments are removed

We're NOT complacent; When we're in
jeopardy of not achieving our goals for
the Sprint we know it and decide on
actions so that...?

The actions we take result in the
removal of anything that slows us down
or blocks us from achieving our Sprint
goals.
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Plans are changed

We worked on one thing at a time

Our plans are proactively adjusted daily
to achieve our Sprint goals based on a
current and accurate understanding of
our progress.

We finish one thing before starting
another.

Daily Scrum
We know our progress
Everyone knows factually whether
we're on track or not and whether our
plans need updating so we achieve our
goals for the Sprint.

Daily Scrum
We finish the most important stuff
first
The order we finish work in helps us
achieve our goals and outcomes for the
Sprint.
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Our WIP is limited

Who worked on what?

We decide how to reduce our Work In
Progress (WIP) when it exceeds our
limits.

We know what each person on the
team worked on.
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What I plan to work on

We feel energized

Everyone knows what everyone plans
to work on

We leave the daily scrum in a better
mood than when we started.
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What's blocking us?

We stood up

We know what's blocking us.

Everyone in the meeting stood up
during the daily Scrum.

